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The Wood Street Secret

1968

when her grandfather is injured 10 year old ellen toliver replaces him on
a top secret patriotic mission disguised as a boy she manages to smuggle
a message to general george washington

Toliver's Secret

2014-10-29

engaging with history in the classroom the american revolution is the
first in a series of middle grade u s history units that focus on what it
means to be an american citizen living in a democracy that expects as
much from its citizens as it provides to them in every lesson students
are asked to step into the world of the 18th century american colonies to
hear about and to see what was happening to read the words of real people
and to imagine their hopes dreams and feelings students also learn to
question the accounts left behind and to recognize different perspectives
on events that marked the beginnings of our country as an independent
nation resources for teachers include a running script useful as a model
for guiding conceptualization as well as extensive teacher notes with
practical suggestions for personalizing activities grades 6 8

Engaging With History in the Classroom

2021-10-03

filled with practical advice inspired reading lists and thoughtful
analysis of the challenges girls face this book is an indispensable guide
for anyone who cares about raising girls to be leaders june cohen
executive producer ted mother daughter book clubs can help you navigate
the daunting challenges of raising confident and mighty girls this
comprehensive guide rich with discussion ideas and book film and media
recommendations will inspire more mothers to start their own book clubs
lesli rotenberg general manager children s media pbs mother daughter book
clubs can do more than encourage reading bonding and socializing suggests
educational psychologist and parenting coach lori day they can create a
safe haven where girls can discuss and navigate the challenges of
girlhood today in her next chapter day draws from experiences in her own
club and her expertise as an educator to offer a timely and empowering
take on mother daughter book clubs she provides overviews of eight of the
biggest challenges facing girls today while weaving in carefully chosen
book movie and media recommendations thoughtful discussion questions and
prompts and suggested fun group activities lori day m ed is an
educational psychologist consultant and parenting coach with lori day
consulting she has worked in the field of education for over 25 years and
is a contributing blogger at the huffington post and several other



websites writing about parenting education gender popular culture and
media she lives in newburyport massachusetts charlotte kugler day s
daughter is a student at mount holyoke college she lives in south hadley
massachusetts

Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third Series

1977

a comprehensive guide to fiction in english for readers aged four to
sixteen the puffin good reading guide for children is divided into three
sections to suit every age group it has entries listing over 1000 books
and is divided into categories with cross references so that children can
read more in genres they like it includes both classics and the best of
contemporary works and books from all over the world with an introduction
by ruskin bond india s best known children s writer in english the puffin
good reading guide is an invaluable resource for children who love books
as well as for parents and friends looking for the right book for the
young people in their lives

A Guide to American Defenders of Land, Sea & Sky

1996

looking for ways to add rigor to your students explorations of rich
complex literature students will be engaged as they analyze this classic
newbery honor book about a family divided by the american revolutionary
war my brother sam is dead an instructional guide for literature provides
engaging activities that incorporate the following research based
literacy skills close reading tasks text based vocabulary practice cross
curricular activities text dependent questions reader response writing
prompts leveled comprehension questions story elements comprehension
tasks diverse and relevant assessments strengthen your students literacy
skills by implementing this high interest resource in your classroom

Her Next Chapter

2014-05-01

a new york times and million copy bestseller the classic handbook on
reading aloud to children revised and updated recommended by dear abby
the new york times and the washington post for three decades millions of
parents and educators have turned to jim trelease s beloved classic to
help countless children become avid readers through awakening their
imaginations and improving their language skills now this new edition of
the read aloud handbook imparts the benefits rewards and importance of
reading aloud to children of a new generation supported by delightful
anecdotes as well as the latest research the read aloud handbook offers
proven techniques and strategies and the reasoning behind them for



helping children discover the pleasures of reading and setting them on
the road to becoming lifelong readers

Puffin Good Reading Guide for Children

2006-05

provides practical ideas and strategies for exploring and teaching
persuasive writing in grades 4 8 includes reproducibles graphic
organizers mini lessons and check lists

My Brother Sam Is Dead: An Instructional Guide
for Literature

2014-07-01

fully updated research and inclusion of recent children s book titles
including more diverse and inclusive literature such as lgbtq children s
books new read watch listen resources within each chapter new activities
for professional development and print and online resources sections new
emphases and expanded attention to censorship and diversity

The Read-Aloud Handbook

2013-06-25

this how to manual is a sure fire way to establish a successful writing
workshop in any classroom tips and strategies offer a practical
application of a variety of formats that can be incorporated such as mini
lessons differentiated practice and planning and assessment features with
guided steps and supports your classroom is sure to be filled with
successful writers in no time at all

Persuasive Writing

1998

this study guide includes author biographies chapter summaries discussion
questions vocabulary builders assessment strategies reproducibles cross
curricular activities for students of all learning styles

The Joy of Children's Literature

2023-12-18

book clubs are sprouting up all over and so are book club guides but not
all book club guides are equal many focus on a specific type of book club
or they take a generic approach of one size fits all and most do not take



into account the special needs of librarians and educators working with
young readers this guide has it all and it will help you ensure that your
book club meetings are both fun and educational focusing on children in
grades 3 8 and their families the book offers 100 ready made book club
instructions for popular children s and ya titles from newer releases
such as theresa nelson s ruby electric and blue balliett s chasing
vermeer to perennial favorites and award winning classics such as johanna
hurwitz s much ado about aldo and gary soto s baseball in april and other
stories along with thought provoking discussion questions you ll find all
the background information you need to conduct lively book discussions
with a variety of readers plot summary themes and characters description
genre reading level author and award information related reads and more
the guide describes four types of family oriented book clubs family
mother daughter father son and readers rap as well as a book club for
kids only the author provides practical instructions for making each type
of book club successful for each title she provides a plot summary
characterization sketches questions to use for provocative discussion and
follow up bibliographies on similar reads notes on genres themes and
reading levels are also provided the selected titles reflect some of the
best most current and most popular children s literature in addition a
broad scope of genres and multicultural titles are included perfect for
public library programs and after school book clubs this is a one stop
resource with practical ready made plans that can easily be adapted to
multiple environments grades 3 8

Creating & Managing a Writing Workshop (eBook)

2005-03-01

if you re a parent who has decided to educate your children yourself this
book is the first you should buy washington times the well trained mind
will instruct you step by step on how to give your child an academically
rigorous comprehensive education from preschool through high school one
that will train him or her to read to think to understand to be well
rounded and curious about learning veteran home educators jessie wise and
susan wise bauer outline the classical pattern of education called the
trivium which organizes learning around the maturing capacity of the
child s mind and comprises three stages the elementary school grammar
stage the middle school logic stage and the high school rhetoric stage
using this theory as your model you ll be able to instruct your child in
all levels of reading writing history geography mathematics science
foreign languages rhetoric logic art and music regardless of your own
aptitude in those subjects this newly revised edition contains completely
updated ordering information for all curricula and books new and expanded
curricula recommendations new material on using computers and distance
learning resources answers to common questions about home education
information about educational support groups and advice on practical
matters such as working with your local school board preparing a high
school transcript and applying to colleges



My Brother Sam Is Dead

1997-09

is your child getting lost in the system becoming bored losing his or her
natural eagerness to learn if so it may be time to take charge of your
child s education by doing it yourself the well trained mind will
instruct you step by step on how to give your child an academically
rigorous comprehensive education from preschool through high school one
that will train him or her to read to think to understand to be well
rounded and curious about learning veteran home educators susan wise
bauer and jessie wise outline the classical pattern of education called
the trivium which organizes learning around the maturing capacity of the
child s mind and comprises three stages the elementary school grammar
stage when the building blocks of information are absorbed through
memorization and rules the middle school logic stage in which the student
begins to think more analytically and the high school rhetoric stage
where the student learns to write and speak with force and originality
using this theory as your model you ll be able to instruct your child
whether full time or as a supplement to classroom education in all levels
of reading writing history geography mathematics science foreign
languages rhetoric logic art and music regardless of your own aptitude in
those subjects thousands of parents and teachers have already used the
detailed book lists and methods described in the well trained mind to
create a truly superior education for the children in their care this
extensively revised fourth edition contains completely updated curricula
and book lists links to an entirely new set of online resources new
material on teaching children with learning challenges cutting edge math
and sciences recommendations answers to common questions about home
education and advice on practical matters such as standardized testing
working with your local school board designing a high school program
preparing transcripts and applying to colleges you do have control over
what and how your child learns the well trained mind will give you the
tools you ll need to teach your child with confidence and success

Reading Raps

2005-12-30

novel ties study guides contain reproducible pages in a chapter by
chapter format to accompany a work of literature of the same title

The Well-Trained Mind: A Guide to Classical
Education at Home (Third Edition)

2009-05-04

allow students to step back in time to experience the thoughts feelings
dilemmas and actions of people from history for each history topic miller



suggests two titles one for use with the entire class and one for use
with small reading groups summaries of the books author information
activities and topics for discussion are supplemented with vocabulary
lists and ideas for research topics and further reading this integrated
approach makes history meaningful to students and helps them retain
historical details and facts

The Well-Trained Mind: A Guide to Classical
Education at Home (Fourth Edition)

2016-08-09

women at war portrays books and other resources that feature girls young
women and adult women actively involved in various ways in battles wars
and war time activities including their roles as nurses doctors spies
soldiers correspondents photographers as well as their roles on the home
front fiction picture books nonfiction biographies autobiographies
collective biographies oral narratives reference books journal and
periodical articles and non print and electronic resources are included
teachers and librarians will find this to be an excellent curriculum
planning resource

Toliver's Secret

1997-01-01

includes entries for maps and atlases

U.S. History Through Children's Literature

1997-03-15

these proven practical early childhood teaching strategies and techniques
help teachers identify young gifted children differentiate and extend the
curriculum assess and document students development and build
partnerships with parents individual chapters focus on early
identification curriculum compacting social studies language arts math
and science cluster grouping social emotional development and finding and
supporting giftedness in diverse populations the text includes current
information on brain research and learning rigor and complexity and
integrating creativity the arts and higher level thinking in accordance
with learning goals scenarios and vignettes take readers into teachers
classrooms the book includes extensive references and resources to
explore digital content includes customizable forms from the book

Women Engaged in War in Literature for Youth

2007



ellen toliver has a message that she must get to general washington the
outcome of the revolutionary war could depend on it

National Union Catalog

1973

the record of each copyright registration listed in the catalog includes
a description of the work copyrighted and data relating to the copyright
claim the name of the copyright claimant as given in the application for
registration the copyright date the copyright registration number etc

Teaching Gifted Children in Today's Preschool
and Primary Classrooms

2016-02-23

based on the idea that the study of history should include the
perspectives of all the people who lived during a certain time period
this unit offers as many different points of view as possible students
are introduced to primary source materials and exposed to literature
especially historical fiction poetry and drama that reflects the period
being studied the guide is divided into the following sections 1
integrating history and literature 2 history s habits of the mind 3
memory power 4 questioning techniques 5 finding primary sources 6
incorporating primary sources 7 written documents 8 photos and graphic
documents 9 song poem document 10 cartoon documents 11 artifact documents
12 map reading 13 charts and graphs and 14 teaching notes for the
perspectives on history series this last section contains historical
materials on the following topics colonial history western themes
relocation and immigration women s history the black experience justice
and the law 19th century industrialization and labor history 20th century
and war and conflict appendixes contain a bibliography reprints from the
national standards for united states history grades 5 12 and recommended
resources for teachers and librarians of grades 5 12 bt

Toliver's Secret

2009-07-01
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